Waterbeach Mutual Aid Cloth Mask—Instructions for Makers
Please Note - Disclaimer: This cotton barrier mask pattern is NOT medical grade
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) even with filter material inserted. These cotton
barrier masks are NOT as effective at stopping the spread of Covid-19 as surgical or
N95 masks and no guarantees regarding their safety or effectiveness is given or
implied. All masks need to be used correctly, changed frequently and washed at high
temperatures. This design is NOT approved by any medical professional and is not
meant for hospital use. It is imperative that good handwashing and social distancing
are maintained (as prescribed by the UK government) when these masks are worn.
Before making masks: • Please DO NOT make and donate masks if you have been in contact with someone who is (or has been)
displaying symptoms of COVID-19, or if you have (or have had) symptoms of COVID-19
• Please wash your hands thoroughly and sanitize all working surfaces before getting started on making a mask.
• Please be sure to wash and iron all fabrics both before and after making the mask
Supplies Needed:

Features of this design:

• Tightly woven, prewashed, 100% cotton fabric (100% cotton
is the only fabric known to be safe to breathe through)
• A twist tie, pipe cleaner or 8-10 cm (3—4″) length of flexible
wire (bend over and bind the ends)
• Iron set to high

• Fast and easy to make
• Double layer to hold optional removeable filter
(research on filters is ongoing)
• Accommodates head loops or ear loops
• Adjustable nose channel with wire for snugger fit

• Scissors

• Casings for elastic/strings helps mask conform to
individual face shapes more closely.

• Sewing machine with thread
• Fabric marker, e.g. tailors’ chalk or Frixion pen
• 100 cm (40″) shoelace/binding ties or T-shirt yarn (to make
the ties) or 75 cm (30″) Elastic (¼″ - ½″ wide). Do NOT use
ribbon as it will not withstand repeated washing.

• Washable at high temperatures. Should also be
tumble dried and/or steam ironed.
• 100% cotton is known to be safe, relatively
comfortable and easy to breathe through

Instructions for making t-shirt yarn here: http://
www.molliemakes.com/craft/how-to-make-t-shirt-yarn/

Instructions:

Unless stated otherwise, all seams are 1cm (⅜ ″)
All seams should be backstitched at beginning and end to secure

1)

2)

Cut two rectangles from tightly woven, prewashed, 100% cotton fabric. Ideally these should be two different fabrics (to
help the wearer differentiate inside and outside) and light in colour (so soiling is immediately obvious).

Cut one rectangle 35 x 19 cm

Cut one rectangle 28 x 19 cm

(14″ x 7.5″) for the outside

(11″ x 7.5″) for the inside

Hem the two short ends of the inside
fabric (11 x 7.5″ piece) - make hem by

Nb: if the same fabric is
used for both rectangles,
write ‘Front’ in indelible
pen on the front piece.

folding over ⅜″ fabric and then fold again
and sew.
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3) Place the outside fabric rectangle right side facing up. Put
the inside fabric on top, right side facing down (right
sides together).

sew
6cm
2¼″
sew

4)

The centre of the long edge of inside fabric should be in
the centre of the long edge of the outside fabric—6 cm
(2¼″) of outside fabric should be showing at each end).

6cm
2¼″
--------------------- -

Sew along the two long edges to
join the two pieces together.
Leave the short edges OPEN

5) Using the opening in one
of the short sides, turn the
fabric tube in on itself so
that both right sides are
now facing out.

7) Fold and press one of the short ends of outside fabric over
twice (in towards interior pocket. Butt edge of outside fabric
up against the pocket.

Iron flat, turning the seams
of the extra outside fabric in
for hemming.

8) Unfold, then top stitch along the two long sides close to
the edge. Do NOT stitch pocket or channel ends closed.

9) To create a channel for the ties: Refold along pressed short edges.
Stitch along the channel as close to the inside fabric as you can

DO NOT stitch pocket or channel
ends closed.

10) Repeat for opposite short end
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6)

11)

To create a channel for the nose wire (to shape and hold mask close around wearer’s nose), first mark one of the long
topstitched edges at the centre point and 5cm (2″) either side. Then draw a line as shown below

10cm (4″)
2cm (¾″)

12)

14)

Sew along the drawn line, backstitch and
reinforce. Leave one end open.

13) Insert 8-10cm (3—4″) wire/pipe cleaner into the channel you’ve created
(ensure wire ends are folded in and taped to prevent them poking
through). Leave channel open so wire can be removed for washing.

Thread elastic/tape/shoelace or t-shirt
yarn through one side channel
The loop should be at the base of the
mask so the wearer can tie it at the top
of his/her head.
Loop over and thread down the other
side channel—leave long ties and knot
the ends.

The finished mask being worn with head tie made from T-shirt yarn.
If preferred, the ties can be adapted to loop around the wearer’s ears instead.
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